and gender inequalities; feminist theories of gender; identity and the politics of social movements; and critical analyses of mass incarceration with an emphasis on women in U.S.
While I could not know how my own mother, herself, might narrate this story, I became attracted to the idea that I might take some steps to make sure that a part of the story of women in her cohort did not suffer the fate of erasure. Thus began an indepth interview project to explore how American women who were participants in the historic "second-wave" of U.S. feminist activism from the 1960s to the 1980s-a "wave" marked by mass mobilizations that extended the battles for the basic rights of citizenship launched by 19 th and early 20 th century "first-wave" American feminists-made sense of the modern victories and setbacks in struggles for gender justice as they entered their later years. As these narratives unfolded, I became particularly interested in the ways in which respondents reflected on their political roots, as well as the ways in which they told their own stories of how mothers, grandmothers, and other relatives impacted their trajectories towards feminist activism. As someone who had no conscious memory of the maternal transmission of political values, capital, or social location in progressive politics, these narratives of women's sense of themselves in relation to politically active and sometimes even feminist elders struck me.
They struck me not only in my own personal search for meaning and connection to a mother who was largely disappeared, but because, as an American sociologist, I did not know of any scholarly literature on the ways in which movement actors in the United States narrated their perceptions about the political legacies of their parents and relatives.
As such, in this article, I explore how aging second-wave activists who were part of one of the most consequential movements in U.S. history construct their current identities in relationship to the meanings they give to the perceived progressive political identities and actions of their elders. How do they tell their stories of politicization, and with what call backs to significant family members whom they see as aligned in some way with their own feminist philosophies? In doing so, this research contributes to ongoing feminist and critical theories of the social construction of identity, including political identities, as well as challenges our theoretical understanding of the social processes by which political capital-in this case, the knowledge of, or access to, progressive political movement culture which can later be exchanged for future access to or increased status in movement politics-is simply objectively "handed down" from parents to children in a mechanical, linear, and often oppo- 
Theoretical Framework
In the broadest sense, this project is informed by a sociologically-oriented, feminist, postmodernist perspective on identity that assumes that the particular set of identity categories given to us in any social-historical context, whether gender, sexual, racial, or political identities, are not based on universal, stable, or fixed systems of classification, but variable and always imbued with multiple meanings.
Further, since one's sense of self as, say, a gendered or sexual being, or in this case, a "feminist activist," is a dynamic process that is not inevitably tied to any essential attributes or properties of individuals as given by biology or psychology, then these identities must always be "performed" in ongoing and eventually routinized interactions in everyday life (Butler 1990 ). Additionally, these "performances" at the micro-level of social interaction are tied in complex ways to the macro systems of distribution that rely on the belief in seemingly stable and unchangeable identity categories to justify unequal allocations of income, wealth, political power, access to employment, education, healthcare, and leisure time, among other social goods (Connell 1987) .
Equally important for this project, as is true of postmodernist analyses more generally, feminist postmodernists theorize the primacy of "discourse," or the collection of a culture's symbolic communication, whether encoded in written text, be it religious text, pop culture, academic texts, or other systems of signs, such as personal narrative, and "discursive relations," meaning human beings' active engagement with and resistance to discourse, as the engine of power, surveillance, and control in postmodern society (Foucault 1975) . To understand and resist these relations of power, postmodernists engage in "deconstruction" of knowledge, or the analytical work of uncovering the political history of a set of ruling ideas as they are situated in institutional and discursive contexts; in other words, as conceptualized by Foucault, deconstruction is a kind of "genealogy" and "archaeology," or a tracing of the origins and a digging up of the hidden roots of various forms of knowledge (Foucault 1978) .
Within this larger critical field of vision, this project also draws from contemporary social movement scholarship that foregrounds not only the importance of protestors' mental and emotional lives in understanding social movement phenomena, but the importance of identity in mobilizing and sustaining political action and commitments. For at least a hundred years in the United States, scholars studying collective action ignored these dimensions of social movements, assuming that those who protested were immature, psychologically disturbed, irrational, or simply spoiled youth rebelling against authority, most notably their parents, and in any case, certainly not in line with their parents' worldview (Goodwin and Jasper 2009 ). In the 1980s, Johanna E. Foster Qualitative Sociology Review • www.qualitativesociologyreview.org 9 however, social movement scholars shifted from a near total focus on structural forces that precipitated movement mobilization, action, and decline to include cultural factors and the acceptance of approaches that seek to "observe or ask protestors themselves about their perceptions and desire and fantasies, without having a theory of history that predicts in advance what protestors will think and feel" (Goodwin and Jasper 2009:13) . In addition, and leaving important critiques of the larger U.S. cultural turn aside, the move allowed for greater attention to the rhetoric activists use to mobilize recruits and stage actions, the strategies of claims-making, and the politics of identity as particular kinds of claims-making tactics (Gamson 1995; Bernstein 1997; Foster 2004 ).
Finally, and most specifically, this project draws on key insights in cognitive sociology as applied to the sociology of memory and the sociology of ancestry. Eviatar Zerubavel (1997) identifies the importance of "mnemonic traditions," or those "stocks of knowledge" that help construct both the content of what we come to remember as participants in particular social groups, and the process of how we remember it, arguing that the social processes by which human beings construct the past produce and reproduce group boundaries at the same time that they produce and reproduce individuals' very sense of their own identities within and outside these groups. In his more recent analysis of identity and the "genealogical imagination, " Zerubavel (2012:10) further argues for a sociological analysis of the processes by which people in communities construct a sense of who counts as their ancestors and relatives, and in doing so, construct a sense of themselves, noting that "[t]he way we construct genealogies…tell just as much about the present as it does about the past." More directly, Zerubavel (2012:24) pays particular attention to the "sociomental" practices of constructing narratives of lineage, origins, and pedigree and suggests that "[a]ncestry and descent play a critical role in the way we structure intergenerational transmission of both material and symbolic forms of capital. We thus inherit not only our ancestors' property but also their social status and reputation." Not surprisingly, then, "one of the most important forms of social identity is being someone's descendent" (Zerubavel 2012:24) .
Taken together, these distinct sociological lenses create a helpful prism through which we might better understand how aging second-wave feminist or develop new political socialization models (e.g., Beck and Jennings 1991; Sears and Funk 1999; Westholm 1999; McIntosh, Hart, and Youniss 2007) , some of which broaden the analysis beyond the family context to examine more macro environmental factors that work to constrain or enable transmission (e.g., Beck and Jennings 1991; Sears and Funk 1999; Verba, Schlozman, and Burns 2005) . Included in the latter is the sociological work of Ojeda and Hatemi (2015) which focuses on the importance of children's agency in both perceiving and adopting the political party identification of their parents (see also:
McDevitt and Chaffee 2002). Within this body of literature, qualitative studies are extremely rare, as are those studying adult children, and those that have focused on the intergenerational transmission of political ideology to women in the U.S. are now also dated, examining the impact of patriarchal family structures on the transmission of specific personality characteristics and gender role identifications found to be compatible with feminist political orientations (e.g., Acock and Bengston 1978; Kelly and Boutilier 1978; Fowlkes 1992 ).
If we look to studies of identity in social movement literature, we also find little on the social construction of political identities in relation to activists' interpretation of their elders' political legacies. Even updating the discredited notion that activists become radicalized simply as disaffected Northern California, is also the daughter of a late, well-known feminist socialist activist put under FBI surveillance for her radical political activities, and traces her own commitment back to her mother's deep involvement in the movement. "Raised on righteous indignation," she says, "I got my grounding from my mom…I was raised to challenge…I remember her taking me in a sleeping bag as a baby and she would put me in the back of the meeting room and they would have whatever lecture they would have and then she would wake me up and take me home…So, it was really in the food I ate, the air I breathed." Tricia goes on to recall a particularly defining moment in her early teenage years when she vividly remembers her mother arranging for her to speak at an abortion rights rally: Ultimately, Tricia, more than any other respondent,
articulates her perception of a direct transmission between her feminist mother's activism and her own, as well as her belief that this kind of legacy is more widely shared:
She was a walking historian…and she had a wonderful library of books by and about women internationally, globally. I loved to talk to her about…women's issues, and I did grow up and teach women's studies and I could always go back to the oracle because she was so well-read…My mom gave me opportunities… and gave me…the power of my body, and gave me… the ability to question, she gave me foundations and that they can't take away from me even though…the government broke my mom in terms of everything that was done around her and to her…I think that the legacy is that, when our mom's or elder women embody that struggle…that in one way or another, we get it; you know, we breathe it in and we get it. These kinds of narratives of "explicit transmission"
of feminist values and family histories that explicitly link respondents to both the second-and the firstwave of feminist mass mobilization in the United
States emerge in the interviews as political identity "origin stories" that can carry political capital for activists in the current period as they negotiate who they are in the present. At the same time, Ruth's father, who was a nationally-known American criminologist, "was the head of the union at the secretariat, which he helped or- Christine goes on to say that, unlike her father, her mother was "an activist liberal" and "so she was always for interracial stuff, racial justice…And she also raised me with very positive statements about Jewish people." She says, too, that her mother connected her social justice through art, which is her current relationship to activism: Angie goes on to say that although she thought of her mother as a rebel, her maternal grandparents considered her mother a fallen woman because she insisted on…and having some advantages of being able to move and send some money home instead of staying there until she Similarly, Barbara, a straight, Jewish professor from the middle-class in a Northeastern U.S. city who was active in early mobilizations of consciousness-raising book groups, says:
It's hard to explain, but [my mother] was political and not political. I can remember there were people down the street from us that I knew who taught at the university and she talked about people being "pink."
And one day some guys came to our door to ask about them…and political movements and I remember my mother dummying up about everything and saying nothing and something about being "pink." She was a 1950s housewife, but she was very politically savvy and very interested in politics.
Then there is Toni, also a professor, and a straight, Whenever Aunt Joyce would move, Momma would move so we could be near her. Even though my mother was the elder. So she was sort of like a model for me. I saw all the talent and stuff she had very young.
They had no political analysis of what that meant, they had no political analysis of-all I just knew, I didn't feel right…Working hard, not making hardly any money, with no protections or anything like that because, you know, domestics were not included in social security until the late 60s. But, you know, we were always cool. We weren't hungry. We always had nice, clean clothes.
Finally, there is Cara, another professor, this time a White lesbian woman teaching in California and from the working-classes of San Francisco, who turns to her history as a daughter of a single mother as the start of her interest in politics. She narrates how her Italian mother, married to an Irish police officer who was a batterer, lost everything in divorce proceedings that also forced her mother back into a difficult labor market:
The things [my mother] articulated about…I wouldn't have articulated as feminist until I went to college.
My mom was always supportive. She never articulated the word feminist, but she didn't say she wasn't one, which is important. In a way, my mother was way progressive than the other women. I think she was a reader. Always wanted an education, but was never able to get one.
In contrast to the previous direction transmission and bridge themes, the tenor of the family legacy threads shared here is one of paradox as respondents understand their elders as clearly constrained 
Discussion
The recollections shared by aging American second-wave activists suggest three distinct kinds of genealogical narratives that have both empirical and theoretical implications for sociologists interested in the social construction of memory and identity more broadly, and the intergenerational transmission of political legacy more specifically. At the most fundamental level, the respondents deploy explicit transmission origin stories, bridge legacy narratives, and implicit transmission paradox plots in ways that could be understood as an element or strategy of political identity performance. As I have described above, the narratives of explicit transmission of political capital are such that respondents make use of memory and perception of elders that had overt and direct ties to feminist movement politics, and do so in such a way that these recollections help contribute to a sense of feminist political capital for daughters and granddaughters in the current period, and assist in the social construction of ingroup membership over the course of generations.
Narratives of "bridging" are ones that respondents called on to connect their own experiences in U.S.
feminist movements to the political activism of elders that was not expressly feminist, but nonetheless was recounted as offering a pathway or a bridge from one time, place, and political context to another in a way that made ideological sense for adult daughters and granddaughters. Finally, "paradox plots" are those narratives that rely on discursive efforts that call on recollections of elders' political or social life to construct a legacy borne of elders whom respondents understood to be apolitical, or even anti-feminist, yet at the same time somehow among the bearers of an implicit or indirect spark for their descendants' later feminist activism.
Empirically, these three family history narratives make two major contributions. First, these findings confirm previous social movement scholarship that has rejected assumptions that those who protested were immature, psychologically disturbed, irratio- As these empirical contributions suggest, the narratives also help develop key concepts in both social movement theory and cognitive sociological theory. First, in social movement theory in particular, " [p] rotest is no longer seen as a compensation for some lack, but part of an effort to impose cognitive meaning on the world, to forge a personal collective identity, to define and pursue collective interests, and to create or reinforce affective bonds with others" (Goodwin and Jasper 2009:58) . Subsequently, along with work that now theorizes how these mechanisms work in relation to the process of initial movement recruitment, these findings suggest that we might also begin to explore these same processes Given this, it is reasonable to also suggest that social movements expand and are sustained not just across time, but also across generations as activists call on affective ties as they enter movements, justify their continuance movement activity, cope with movement fatigue, or search for purpose in their political commitments past and present.
Moreover, in the same way that network theorists teach us that direct personal contacts to social movement actors are critical as they "allow organizers and potential participants to 'align' their 'frames,' to achieve a common definition of a social At the same time, these contributions should be evaluated through the lens of the limits of the research design. As is characteristic of the constraints of qualitative research more broadly, the findings generated here can only be generalized to the larger population of American second-wave activists with extreme caution and qualification. In addition, while the sample population included variations on the demographic variables of age, social class, and racial-ethnic, religious, and sexual identity, the range of variation was not wide enough for a meaningful analysis of the extent to which the intersections of structural inequalities, and women's lived experiences negotiating multiple identities, may shape the social construction of political legacies for the women interviewed here. In this regard, the findings should be interpreted with careful consideration, and might be best understand as disproportionately reflective of the discursive practices of predominantly White, working-and middle-class American women. that has yet to be explored by cognitive sociology, but the narratives can point the way towards a better understanding of how political actors call on elders for political capital, encouraging us not only to think differently about the direction of transmission of political legacy, but the kinds of distinct identity practices that move beyond assumptions that activists inevitably develop their sense of their political selves in opposition to those elders. Future research might continue to explore a wider range of identity practices of continuity and discontinuity in the context of political legacy and capital within this cohort of feminist activists, broadening the lens to examine these processes with greater complexity than I have been able to do so here, particularly with respect to the dynamics of race, class, sexuality, and age, as well as across movements to better understand the generalizability of these patterns. As it stands, I have nonetheless also endeavored to provide a cultural and political space for aging American feminist women themselves to co-construct a legacy of the second-wave for future generations of activists, and in doing so, give meaning, myself, to some shared history constructed through a search for my own pedigree.
Conclusion

